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Amathematical model of supercavitating flow past a wedge with sides of arbitrary length is
proposed. The flow branches at a point on the lower side of the wedge. At the vertex of the
wedge and at the ends of thewedge, the flowbreaks away forming a nose bubble and a trailing
cavity. The closure mechanism is described by the Tulin single-spiral-vortex model. The
flow domain is mapped into a parametric plane cut along a unit segment. The conformal
mapping function is reconstructed through the exact solution of two Riemann–Hilbert
problems on a genus-zeroRiemann surface. To complete the solution, one needs to determine
five real parameters from a certain system of transcendental equations. Numerical results are
presented for the case when a wedge can rotate about the vertex in the flow domain. In this
case, the flow branches at the vertex and the number of the parameters to be determined is 3.
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1. Introduction

One of the central problems in hydrodynamic cavitation modelling is the study of
supercavitating flow (the cavity closes away from a hydrofoil). The modelling
of supercavitation is based on the results by Brillouin (Birkhoff & Zarantello
1957), who proved that the maximum speed must be attained on the free
surface and also that the boundary of a cavity is convex. For an inviscid fluid in
irrotational flow, all known steady models first assume that the speed is
prescribed and constant on the boundary of a cavity that is a streamline of the
flow and, second, that the cavity is not closed. The assumption that the free
streamlines close in a bounded domain results in a stagnation point within a
cavity. This is inconsistent with the condition of constant pressure within the
cavity. The impossibility of the cavity modelling by a closed domain is known as
the Brillouin paradox. This paradox follows from the assumption that the flow is
steady. However, the flow is transient mostly in the rear part of the cavity. To
describe the mechanism of the cavity closure, several supercavitating flow models
were proposed in the past (Birkhoff & Zarantello 1957; Eisenberg & Tulin 1961;
Wu 1972; Gurevich 1979; Brennen 1995; Frank & Michel 2004).

A single-spiral-vortex model was proposed by Tulin (1964), and it was further
developed by Terent’ev (1976). The flow in the rear part of the cavity can be
considered as the flow on a half of an infinitely sheeted Riemann surface of the
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logarithmic function with two branch points, say, CC and CK. The streamline
that branches at the surface of the body branches again at a point C at the rear
part of the cavity. The streamlines that are close to the boundary of the cavity
traverse first around the cavity and then pass to the Riemann surface. After they
have traversed a finite number (unknown a priori ) of the sheets of the Riemann
surface, the streamlines return to the points CG on the first sheet where the body
is placed. Mathematically, this model of the cavitating flow admits the presence
of a singularity of the solution at the point C, where the two branches of the
streamline attempt to close the cavity,

log ðdw=dzÞwKðwKw0ÞK1=2; z/C; K Z const: ð1:1Þ
Here, w0ZwðCÞ and wZwðzÞ is the complex potential of the flow. This condition
extends the class of solutions to the governing boundary-value problem that makes
it possible to reconstruct a flow that meets the necessary condition FL dzZ0 (L is
the boundary of the cavity combined with the boundary of the hydrofoil).

In the case of simply and doubly connected domains, the nonlinear steady
model problems of the cavitating flow can be solved analytically by mapping a
hodograph plane into the flow domain (Birkhoff & Zarantenello 1957; Gurevich
1979). A free boundary problem for a triply connected domain can be reduced
(Cherepanov 1964) to a Riemann–Hilbert problem with a piece-wise constant
coefficient along the real axis. Recently, a closed-form solution technique was
proposed (Antipov & Silvestrov 2007) for a nonlinear supercavitating flow around
two plates in a channel with a free boundary. The method maps a parametric
plane with three cuts on the real axis into the flow domain and requires
the solution of a Riemann–Hilbert problem on a Riemann surface of genus 2.
The method developed is applicable for either (nC1)-connected domains, when
0%n%2, or the linearized models for any finite n, when all the foils are placed in
a plane on the same axis. The main difficulty in the implementation of the method
is to evaluate singular integrals on the Riemann surface and find the parameters
of the conformal mapping from a system of transcendental equations.

In this paper, we analyse a supercavitating potential flow past a wedge. The
flow branches at some point on the lower side of the wedge. Owing to the inability
of the real fluid to go around sharp corners without breaking away from the corner,
we assume the existence of a partial cavity or a nose bubble. The model also
assumes that the branched streamline breaks away from the wedge at the ending
points. At some point behind the wedge, the branches of the streamline attempt
to merge, forming thus a trailing cavity. Note that Cox & Clayden (1958) also
considered a double cavity model for a wedge. In their case, the wedge was
assumed to be symmetric, the partial cavity was described by the re-entrant-jet
Kreisel–Efros model, while for the trailing cavity, they used the Kirchhoff model.
2. Formulation

Consider a model problem of a steady flow past a wedge DAB (figure 1). The
velocity of the stream at infinity is vZðVN; 0Þ, the angles that the segments
AB and AD make with the horizontal axis are a and b (a%b), respectively,
and jABjZl1 and jADjZl2. The flow is assumed to be potential and the viscosity
and the gravity are neglected. Let the stagnation point, A0, be located somewhere
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 1. Double cavity flow past a wedge.

3023Double cavity flow past a wedge
on the lower face AD of the wedge. Then, the flow branches at the point A0, and the
upper streamline traverses the upper part A0A of the face AD. Owing to the
inability of the real fluid to go around sharp corners without breaking away from
the corner (it requires an infinite flow velocity otherwise), we assume the existence
of a partial cavity or a nose bubble ACC

0 . The lower branch A0DCK
1 of the

streamline PA0 traverses the segment A0D, breaks away from the wedge and

attempts to join the upper branch CC
0 BC

C
1 of the same streamline at a point C1

behind the wedge forming a trailing cavity. Both the cavities are bounded but not
closed and a smooth detachment of the cavities at the points A, B and D is
assumed. To describe the cavity closure mechanism, the Tulin single-vortex model
is used. Apart from small neighbourhoods of the points CC

0 , C
C
1 and CK

1 , the
cavities are convex. On account of the Bernoulli equation, the speeds,V0 andV1, of
the flow on the cavity boundaries L0ZACC

0 and L1ZBCC
1 C

K
1 D are constant:

VjZ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kjC1

p
VN, jZ0, 1, where k0 and k1 are the prescribed cavitation numbers of

the nose bubble L0 and the trailing cavity L1, respectively.
To write down the mathematical formulation, we use the complex velocity

potential wðzÞZfðzÞC ijðzÞ, where zZxC iy2D; D is the flow domain; f
is the velocity potential; and j is the stream function. The velocity vector
vZðux ; uyÞ is given by ðdw=dzÞZuxK iuyZV eKiq, where VZ jdw=dzj is the

flow speed and qZKargðdw=dzÞ is the angle that the velocity vector makes with

the x -axis. The function w(z) is analytic in the flow domain D and it satisfies the
following boundary conditions:

Im wðzÞZK ; z2L0gC0BgL1gDA; K Z const:

and ���� dwdz
����ZVj ; z2Lj ; j Z 0; 1; arg

dw

dz
Z

Ka; z2C0B;

Kb; z2A0A;

pKb; z2A0D:

8><
>:

ð2:1Þ

The flow domain D is simply connected, and the solution to the nonlinear
problem (2.1) is very much aided by mapping the entire boundary, vD, of the
flow into the exterior of the unit segment in a parametric plane. Let zZf(z) be
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 2. Parametric z-plane cut along the segment l.
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a conformal map of a parametric z-plane cut along the unit segment, lZ[0,1], of
the real axis onto the flow domain D. Such a map is defined up to three real
parameters. By assuming that the infinite point of the physical domain maps into
the infinite point of the parametric plane, we fix the first two parameters. By
letting the vertex A fall into the point aZð1=2ÞC i0, we fix the third parameter
and thus define the map uniquely. The boundary points C0, B, C1, D and A0 are
mapped into the points c0, b, c1, d and a0 of the cut l, respectively.1 The two
distinct points CC

0 and C0 and the three points CC
1 , C1 and CK

1 of the flow domain
are mapped into the two single points c0 and c1 of the cut l. The points a, c0, b,
c1, d and a0 follow each other in the clockwise direction. All these points, apart
from the point aZð1=2ÞC i0, are to be determined. The image pattern of the
flow domain by the inverse transform zZ fK1ðzÞ is shown in figure 2. The solid
line corresponds to the solid boundary of the flow and the dashed line is the
image of the unknown curves.

In order to obtain the requisite conformal mapping function zZf(z) and to
solve the problem, it is sufficient to find the derivatives dw/dz and dw/dz and
integrate the relation

df

dz
Z

dw=dz

dw=dz
: ð2:2Þ

In the following, we write down two Riemann–Hilbert problems for the definition
of the functions dw/dz and dw/dz. Instead of the derivative dw/dz, it will be
more convenient to deal with the following function:

uðzÞZ log
dwðzÞ
VN dz

Z log
V

VN

K iq; z Z f ðzÞ: ð2:3Þ

The function uð fK1ðzÞÞ is defined in the flow domain D cut along the streamline
joining the infinite point with the stagnation point A0.

The boundary conditions (2.1) imply that, on the cavity boundary, the real
part of the function u(z) is prescribed as

Re uðzÞZ
k00; z2 ac0;

k01; z2 bc1d;
k0j Z log

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kj C1

p
; j Z 0; 1;

(
ð2:4Þ
1 Another possibility is to fix b and d by letting bZ1 and dZ0 and also to assume, for instance, that
the point zZN falls into a point, say, zN2ðKN; 0Þgð1;NÞ. Then, the point c1 must be on the
lower side lK of the cut, and the other three points a0, a and c0 lie on the upper side of the cut.
However, this leads to numerical difficulties due to a scaling problem: the numerical
implementation of the method in the particular case a0Zc0Za, for example, shows that the
image zN of the point zZN is far away from the cut l, namely zN is a real number of the
order of 106–107.

Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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while on the solid part of the boundary, the imaginary part is known as

Im uðzÞZ
Ka; z2 c0b;

pKb; z2 da0;

Kb; z2 a0a:

8><
>: ð2:5Þ

Since dw/dzZ0 at zZA0, the function u(z) has a logarithmic singularity at the
point zZa0. In a neighbourhood of the points c0 and c1, the function u(z) has
the following singularity:

uðzÞwM 0
j ðwKwjÞK1=2; z/Cj ; M 0

j s0; ð2:6Þ

where wjZwðCjÞ, jZ0, 1, and a single branch of the square root is considered
in the w -plane cut along the axis argðwKwjÞZp. It can be shown (Antipov &
Silvestrov 2007) that (2.6) implies uðzÞwM 00

0 ðzK c0ÞK1=2, z/c0, and uðzÞw
M 00

1 ðzK c1ÞK1, z/c1, M
00
j s0, jZ0, 1.

Next, define the boundary conditions for the function dw/dz. It follows from
(2.1) that

Im
dw

dz
Z 0; z2 l: ð2:7Þ

It is important to analyse the behaviour of the function dw/dz at the points a0,
c0 and c1. Let the points a0, c0 and c1 not coincide with the ending points of the
cut l. The main difference between the point C0 from one side and the points A0

and C1 from the other side is that at the point C0, two branches of the same
streamline meet, and at the points A0 and C1, three branches meet. Therefore,
the neighbourhoods of the points C1 and A0 that are locally semi-discs are
mapped into discs with a cut in the w -plane (the hodograph plane), while a
neighbourhood of the point C0 (locally a quarter-disc) is mapped into a semi-disc
in the w-plane. At the same time, the neighbourhoods of the three points A0, C0

and C1 are mapped into semi-discs in the parametric z-plane. Thus,

wKwðCÞwKðzKCÞ2; z/C; w/wðCÞ; K Z const; ð2:8Þ

where C is one of the points A0, C0 or C1. On the other hand,

zKC0wK 0ðzK c0Þ1=2; z/c0 and zKCwK 00ðzKcÞ; z/cZ a 0 or c1: ð2:9Þ

It immediately follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that

dw

dz
wK0; z/c0 and

dw

dz
wKcðzKcÞ; z/cZ a0 or c1; ð2:10Þ

where K0 and Kc are non-zero constants. Note that the function dw/dz is bounded
and not equal to zero at any point of the set {a0,c1,c0} if that point coincides
with one of the ending points. The point zZN corresponds to the point zZN of
the flow domain. Therefore, as z/N, ðdw=dzÞwconst:s0. In a neighbourhood
of the ending points zZ0 or 1 of the cut, if they do not coincide with the critical
points a0, c0 or c1, the function dw/dz admits the following representation:
ðdw=dzÞwK̂ðzK ẑÞK1=2; z/ ẑ; ẑZ0; or 1; and K̂ is a non-zero constant.
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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3. Riemann–Hilbert problems for the functions u(z) and dw/dz

In this section, the two Riemann–Hilbert problems (2.4) and (2.5) for u(z) and
(2.7) for dw/dz will be reduced to scalar Riemann–Hilbert problems on a
Riemann surface.
(a ) Statement of the problem for the function u(z )

Let R be a genus-zero Riemann surface defined by the algebraic equation
u2ZpðzÞ, pðzÞZzð1KzÞ. The surface is formed by gluing two copies C1 and C2

of the extended complex z-plane CgfNg cut along the segment l. The positive
side lC of the cut l3C1 is glued to the negative side lK of the cut l3C2, and the
side lK3C1 is glued to lC3C2. The function u(z) is single valued on R,

u Z
p1=2ðzÞ; z2C1;

Kp1=2ðzÞ; z2C2:

(
ð3:1Þ

Here, p1/2(z) is the branch fixed by the condition p1=2ðxC i0ÞO0, 0!x!1. The pair

ðz; p1=2ðzÞÞ denotes a point onC1with affix z, while the notation ðz;Kp1=2ðzÞÞwill be
used for its counterpart on the second sheet. The sides of the cut l form the
symmetry line for the surfaceR that splits the surface into two symmetric halves.

The Riemann–Hilbert problem (2.4) and (2.5) for the function u(z) may be
formulated as a boundary-value problem on the Riemann surface R. Introduce
the function

Fðz; uÞZ
uðzÞ; ðz; uÞ2C1;

uð�zÞ; ðz; uÞ2C2:

(
ð3:2Þ

This function satisfies the symmetry conditionFðz�; u�ÞZFðz; uÞ, where ðz�; u�ÞZ
ð�z;Kuð�zÞÞ is the point symmetric to a point ðz; uðzÞÞwith respect to the line l. Thus,
if ðz; uÞ2C1, then ðz�; u�Þ2C2. On the symmetry line, the boundary values of
the function Fðz; uÞ are

FCðx; vÞZuðxÞ and FKðx; vÞZuðxÞ; ðx; vÞ2 l; v Z uðxÞ: ð3:3Þ

This definition implies that the boundary values of the function Fðz; uÞ are
linked by

FCðx; vÞGFKðx; vÞZ log

���� dw

VN dz

����K iq

� �
G log

���� dw

VN dz

����C iq

� �
: ð3:4Þ

Then, using the boundary conditions (2.4) and (2.5), we see that the function
Fðz; uÞ must solve the following Riemann–Hilbert problem with a discontinuous
coefficient on the surface R.

Find all the functions Fðz; uÞ analytic in R\l , Hölder continuous up to the
boundary l apart from the singular points a, a0, b, c0, c1 and d with the boundary
values satisfying the relation

FCðx; vÞZGðx; vÞFKðx; vÞCgðx; vÞ; ðx; vÞ2 l; ð3:5Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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Figure 3. Possible cases for the canonical function Xðz; uÞ.

3027Double cavity flow past a wedge
and the symmetry condition Fðz�; u�ÞZFðz; uÞ. Here,

Gðx;vÞZ
(
K1; ðx;vÞ2ac0gbc1d;

1; ðx;vÞ2dagc 0b;
gðx;vÞZ

2k 00; ðx;vÞ2ac 0;

K2ia; ðx;vÞ2c 0b;

2k01; ðx;vÞ2bc1d;

2iðpKbÞ; ðx;vÞ2da0;

K2ib; ðx;vÞ2a0a:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð3:6Þ

The functionFðz; uÞ has a logarithmic singularity at the point ða0; uða0ÞÞ, a square
root singularity at the point ðc0; uðc0ÞÞ and a simple pole at the point ðc1; uðc1ÞÞ. It
is bounded at the points ða; uðaÞÞ, ðb; uðbÞÞ and ðd; uðd ÞÞ, and Fðz; uÞ/0, z/N.

(b ) Canonical function

To solve the Riemann–Hilbert problem, we need to find the canonical
function, Xðz; uÞ, a solution to the following problem:

XCðx; vÞZGðx; vÞXKðx; vÞ; XCðx; vÞZXKðx; vÞ; ðx; vÞ2 l;

Xðz; uÞZXð�z;Kuð�zÞÞ; ðz; uÞ2Rnl:
ð3:7Þ

Such a function can be represented through a singular integral

Xðz; uÞZK0 exp
1

4pi

ð
L
logðK1Þ 1C

u

v

� � dx

xKz

� �
; u Z uðzÞ; v Z uðxÞ: ð3:8Þ

Here, K0 is a real constant to be chosen, LZac0gbd, and log(K1) is a branch of
the logarithmic function to be specified. Clearly, the function X(z, u) is bounded
at the infinite points of the surface and meets the symmetry condition (3.7).
The function (3.8) can be found explicitly. Since a is fixed (aZð1=2ÞC i0) and
the points c0, b and d follow each other in the clockwise direction, there are 10
possible cases (figure 3). Split the integral in (3.8) into two integrals

Xðz; uÞZXac0ðz; uÞXbdðz; uÞ; ð3:9Þ
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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where

Xqrðz; uÞZK� exp
s

4

ð
qr

1C
u

v

� � dx

xKz

� �
: ð3:10Þ

K� is a real constant, qrZac0 or qrZbd, sZ1 if log(K1) is taken to be ip and
sZK1 in the case logðK1ÞZKip. Evaluate the integral in (3.10) when qZ0
and r 2 lC

ICðrÞZ
ð
0r

1C
p1=2ðzÞ
p1=2ðxÞ

 !
dx

xKz
Z

ðr
0

ð1KxKzÞdxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xð1KxÞ

p
½
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xð1KxÞ

p
K

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zð1KzÞ

p
�
: ð3:11Þ

Make the substitutions x�Z
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1KxÞ=x

p
, z�Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1KzÞ=z

p
and r�Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1KrÞ=r

p
,

where z� is the branch of the function ½ð1KzÞ=z�1=2 fixed by the condition z�wKi
as z/N. This branch is a single-valued function in the z-plane with the cut l.
Then, z�ZGjz�j, z2 lG and z�ZKijz�j, z2Rn½0; 1�. It can easily be shown that
ICðrÞ transforms into

ICðrÞZK2

ðN
r�

ð1Cz�x�Þdx�
ð1Cx2�Þðx�K z�Þ

Z 2 log
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1Kr

p
K

ffiffiffi
r

p
z�

� �
; ð3:12Þ

where log($) is a fixed branch of the logarithmic function. When r 2 lK, the
integral in (3.10), IKðrÞ, can be evaluated similarly, IKðrÞZ2 log

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1Kr

p
C

ffiffiffi
r

p
z�

	 

.

Using these results, we can now find the function Xbdðz; uÞ. There are five different
cases (cases 1–5; figure 3) for the function Xbd. Choose K�Zðb=dÞ1=4 and sZ1
in cases 1, 2, 4 and 5 and take sZK1 in case 3. If bd3lC (cases 1, 6, 9 and 10;
figure 3), then

Xbdðz; uÞZ
b

d

� �1=4
exp

ICðd Þ
4

K
ICðbÞ
4

� �
Z

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d �K z�
b�K z�

s
; ð3:13Þ

where b�Z jz�ðbÞj and d�Z jz�ðdÞj. It is convenient to fix the arguments and
therefore the branch of the function

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðd�KzÞ=ðb�KzÞ

p
in the following manner:

0%argðd�K z�Þ%p and 0%argðb�K z�Þ%p: ð3:14Þ
To complete the solution, we need the boundary values of the function XC

bd on the
contour l. Since the function z� maps the cut z-plane into the lower z�-plane by
using (3.14), we obtain

XC
bdðx; vÞZ

ijXbdðx; vÞj; x2bd;

jXbdðx; vÞj; x2lnbd:

(
ð3:15Þ

In a similar manner, we can write down the function Xbdðz; uÞ in the other cases as

Xbdðz; uÞZ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðKd�K z�Þ=ðb�K z�Þ

p
; case 2;

i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðd�K z�Þ=ðb�K z�Þ

p
; case 3;ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðKd�K z�Þ=ðKb�K z�Þ
p

; cases 4 and 7;

i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðd�K z�Þ=ðKb�K z�Þ

p
; cases 5 and 8;

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð3:16Þ

where 0%argðGd�K z�Þ%p and 0%argðGb�K z�Þ%p. Remarkably, the property
(3.15) of the function XC

bdðx; vÞ is preserved in all the cases.
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)



3029Double cavity flow past a wedge
Now, analyse the function Xac0ðz; uÞ. Since the point a is fixed (aZð1=2ÞC i0),
there are only three distinct cases for the functionXac0 (cases 1, 7 and 10; figure 3),

Xac0ðz; uÞZ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðc�K z�Þ=ð1K z�Þ

p
; cases 1 to 6;ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðKc�K z�Þ=ð1K z�Þ
p

; cases 7 to 9;

i
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðc�K z�Þ=ð1K z�Þ

p
; case 10;

8>><
>>: ð3:17Þ

where c�Z jz�ðcÞj. The boundary value XC
ac0ðx; vÞ on the cut l is defined by (3.15),

with b and d replaced by a and c0, respectively.

(c ) Definition of the function dw/dz

From (2.3) and (3.2), the derivative dw/dz is expressed through the general
solution

Fðz; uÞZXðz; uÞ½Jðz; uÞCUðz; uÞ� ð3:18Þ

to the Riemann–Hilbert problem (3.5) in the form ðdw=dzÞZVN expfFðz; uÞg,
ðz; uÞ2C1. Here,

Jðz; uÞZ K
a

2p

ð
c0b

K
b

2p

ð
a0a

C
pKb

2p

ð
da0

C
k00
2pi

ð
ac0

C
k01
2pi

ð
bd

� �
ð1Cu=vÞdx

XCðx; vÞðxKzÞ ;

ð3:19Þ
and Uðz; uÞ is a rational function on the surface R. It is bounded at infinity and
has simple poles at the points zZc0 and zZc1. The general form of such a
function is given by

Uðz; uÞZM0

uðzÞCuðc0Þ
zK c 0

CM1

uðzÞCuðc1Þ
zK c1

CM2; ð3:20Þ

where Mj ( jZ0, 1, 2) are real constants to be fixed. It is directly verified that for
any set of the constants Mj, the function (3.18) satisfies the symmetry condition
Fðz�; u�ÞZFðz; uÞ. In general, however, the function (3.18) does not vanish at
infinity as it is required. To meet this condition, find that Jðz; uÞwiJN, z/N,
where JN is real and

JNZ K
a

2p

ð
c0b

K
b

2p

ð
a0a

C
pKb

2p

ð
da0

C
k00
2pi

ð
ac0

C
k01
2pi

ð
bd

� �
dx

XCðx; vÞv : ð3:21Þ

Next, note that for the branch chosen, uðzÞwKiz, z/N. Thus, for the function
Fðz; uÞ being zero at infinity, it is necessary and sufficient that

iJNK iM0K iM1 CM2 Z 0; ð3:22Þ
and therefore M2Z0 and M0CM1ZJN. The analysis of the function Xðz; uÞ at
the points a, a0, b and d shows that it is bounded at the points c0 and d but
unbounded at the points a and b,

Xðz;uÞZOððzKe1ÞK1=2Þ; z/e1 and Xðz;uÞZOððzKe 2Þ1=2Þ; z/e 2; ð3:23Þ
where e1Za; b and e 2Zc 0; d. Owing to the smooth detachment of the cavities at
the points zZa, b and d, the solution Fðz; uÞ must be bounded at these points.
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Clearly, the function (3.18) is bounded at the point zZd but not at the other two
points. The boundedness is guaranteed if the constants M0 and M1 solve the
following system:

Ja CUða; c0ÞM0CUða; c1ÞM1 Z 0

and
JbCUðb; c0ÞM0 CUðb; c1ÞM1 Z 0;

ð3:24Þ

where

Jh ZJðh; uðhÞÞ and Uðz; hÞZ uðzÞCuðhÞ
zKh

: ð3:25Þ

Equations (3.22) and (3.24) define the constants M0 and M1 as

M 0 Z
Ja CUða; c1ÞJN

Uða; c1ÞKUða; c0Þ
and M 1 ZK

Ja CUða; c0ÞJN

Uða; c1ÞKUða; c0Þ
; ð3:26Þ

and also give an extra real equation for the unknown parameters

JbCUðb; c0ÞJNC
Uðb; c1ÞKUðb; c0Þ
Uða; c0ÞKUða; c1Þ

½Ja CUða; c0ÞJN�Z 0: ð3:27Þ

(d ) Function dw/dz

In order to reconstruct the conformal mapping f (z), in addition to dw/dz, we
need the derivative dw/dz. Since Imðdw=dzÞZ0 on l , the function dw/dz can be
analytically continued by symmetry on the whole Riemann surface R of the
algebraic function u defined in §3a. Then,

ðdw=dzÞCKðdw=dzÞKZ 0; ðz; uÞ2 l3R: ð3:28Þ

By the generalized Liouville theorem, the solution of this Riemann–Hilbert
problem is a rational function on the Riemann surfaceR. This function is bounded
at infinity. In the case when none of the points a0, c0 and c1 coincide with the
branch points of the surface, the rational function must have simple zeros at
the points ða0; uða 0ÞÞ and ðc1; uðc1ÞÞ and be bounded at the point ðc0; uðc0ÞÞ. On
the sheet C1, it has the form

dw

dz
ZN

dw+

dz
;

dw+

dz
Z c1K a0 C

p1=2ða0ÞðzK c1ÞKp1=2ðc1ÞðzK a0Þ
p1=2ðzÞ

; ð3:29Þ

where N is a real constant. This function vanishes at the points a0 and c1, and it is
bounded at the point c0.
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4. Numerical algorithm

The conformal mapping zZ f ðzÞ can be found from (2.2) by integration. Since
the mapping must be a single-valued function, we requireð

l �

vf

vz
dzZ 0; ð4:1Þ

where l� is a simple closed contour (a circle for example) enclosing the cut l. We
should also add the following two conditions that specify the distances between
the points A and B and A and D:

BKAZ
N

VN

U and l2 sin bZ
NU2

VN

; ð4:2Þ

where

UZU0 C iU1 Z

ð
gða;bÞ

dw+

dz
eKuðzÞdz and U2 Z Im

ð
da

dw+

dz
eKuðzÞdz: ð4:3Þ

Here, gða; bÞ is a simple curve with the ending points a and b, which does not
cross the cut l and does not pass through the point c0. The conditions (4.2) give
two real nonlinear conditions for the unknown parameters

U0

U2

Z
l1 cos a

l2 sin b
and

U1

U2

Z
l1 sin a

l2 sin b
ð4:4Þ

and also define the constant NZUK1
2 VNl2 sin b. For the five parameters of the

conformal mapping, a0, b, c0, c1 and d, we obtain three real nonlinear equations
(3.27) and (4.4) and one complex equation (4.1).

In dealing with the system for the unknown parameters, it will be convenient
to map the unit cut into the unit circle centred at zZ1=2 and identify a
boundary point e (eZa; c0; b, c1; d; a 0) by the polar angle q(e). The point a has
been fixed: aZð1=2ÞC i0. Therefore, the nonlinear system has to be solved
subject to the following constraint:

K
3p

2
!qða0Þ!qðd Þ!qðc1Þ!qðbÞ!qðc0Þ!qðaÞZ p

2
: ð4:5Þ

Each point zZðx; izÞ on the banks lG of the cut ði zZG1, z2 lG) can be identified
as follows:

qðzÞZ
q�; iz Z 1; q�%p=2;

Kq�; iz ZK1;

q�K2p; iz Z 1; q�Op=2:

q� Z cosK1ð2xK1Þ;

8><
>: ð4:6Þ

To eliminate the constraints of (4.5), we introduce new variables (Trefethen 1980)

tk Z log
qkK qkK1

qkC1K qk
2 ðKN;NÞ; k Z 1; 2;.; 5: ð4:7Þ

Here, q0ZqðaÞZðp=2Þ, q1Zqðc0Þ, q2ZqðbÞ, q3Zqðc1Þ, q4Zqðd Þ, q5Zqða0Þ and
q6ZK3p=2. The coordinates qk are recovered from the following system of linear
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equations:

1Ct�1ð Þq1Kt�1q2 Z
p

2
;

KqkK1C 1Ct�kð ÞqkKt�kqkC1 Z 0; k Z 2;.; 5

and

Kq4C 1Ct�5ð Þq5 ZK
3pt�5
2

; ð4:8Þ

where t�kZexpftkg, kZ1;.; 5. This system can easily be solved explicitly and its
solution is omitted. The nonlinear system for the new unknown parameters tk is
solved by Newton’s steepest descent method with the Jacobian matrix evaluated
approximately.

The principal values of the singular integrals in (3.19) can be computed by
using the following formula:ðd2

d1

1

2
1C

uðxÞ
uðtÞ

� �
dt

XCðt; uðtÞÞðtKxÞ Z
p

n

Xn
jZ1

Gðtj ; xÞ; d1!x!d2; ð4:9Þ

where tjZð1=2Þðd2Cd1ÞCð1=2Þðd2K d1Þcos½ðjKð1=2ÞÞp=n� and

Gðt; xÞZ 1

tKx
1C

uðxÞ
uðtÞ

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðd2KtÞðtK d1Þ

p
2XCðt; uðtÞÞ K

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðd2KxÞðxK d1Þ

p
XCðx; uðxÞÞ

" #
: ð4:10Þ

It is derived from the order n Gauss quadrature rule and the fact that the
principal value of the Cauchy integral of the function ½ðd2KtÞðtK d1Þ�K1=2 over
the segment ðd1; d2Þ is equal to 0.

Next, determine the equations for the unknown boundaries of the nose bubble
ACC

0 and the upper and lower boundaries of a trailing cavity. Integrating the
function (2.2) gives the upper and lower boundaries of the cavity

zðtÞZ
ð
bt

df

dz
dzCB; t2 bc1 z 2BCC

1

	 

;

zðtÞZ
ð
dt

df

dz
dzCD; t2 dc1 z 2DCK

1ð Þ:

9>>=
>>; ð4:11Þ

An equation for the partial cavity can be written similarly.
Finally, we derive an equation for the streamlines jðx; yÞZconst. By using

formula (3.29), we obtain

j�ðzÞZ Im

ð
az

dw

dz
dzZN

�
ðc1K a0ÞIm zC p1=2ðc1ÞKp1=2ða0Þ

h i
Im

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zð1KzÞ

p

K

�
a0K

1

2

�
p1=2ðc1ÞK

�
c1K

1

2

�
p1=2ða0Þ

� �
logjið2zK1ÞC2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zð1KzÞ

p
j
�
;

ð4:12Þ
where jðx; yÞhjðzÞZj�ðzÞ. This equation implicitly defines the image of the
family of the streamlines.
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5. Single cavity flow past a non-symmetric wedge

There are two possibilities to simplify the model proposed in §2. The first one is
to assume that the nose bubble is so small that can be neglected. The deficiency
of this model is the singularity of the velocity at the vertex of the wedge. The
second model admits the ability of the wedge to turn around the vertex in
the flow plane such that the flow branches at the vertex. In both the cases, there
is only one trailing cavity and the number of the unknown parameters in the
conformal mapping function is less than that in the original model.

Model I. If the partial cavity AC0 is disregarded, then the points A and C0

(and therefore the points a and c0) coincide, Xðz; uÞZXbdðz; uÞ and the solution
(3.18) to the Riemann–Hilbert problem (3.5) can be simplified. Since the
canonical function Xðz; uÞ is bounded at the point zZa, the singularity of
the function Fðz; uÞ is caused by the logarithmic singularity of the function
Jðz; uÞ, and the velocity has an integrable singularity at the vertex of the wedge

ux C iuy Z
dw

dz
ZVNexpfFðz; uÞgwK0ðzKaÞðaKbÞ=p; z/aðz/AÞ: ð5:1Þ

There are only four unknown parameters, b, c1, d and a0, that need to be recovered
(the real parameter a can be chosen arbitrarily).

Model II. This model assumes that the vertex A of the wedge is fixed but
the wedge itself may rotate through an angle d about the axis passing through the
point A and orthogonal to the flow domain. The angle d is not prescribed and is
to be determined from the condition that the flow branches at the vertex of
the wedge. In this case, there is no partial cavity AC0 and points A and A0

coincide. This means that aZa0Zc0 and the formulae for the solution are
simplified further. The canonical function Xðz; uÞ is the same as in model I,
Xðz; uÞZXbdðz; uÞ, and the functions U and J are given by

Uðz; uÞZM1

uðzÞCuðc1Þ
zKc1

CM2

and

Jðz; uÞZ K
a

2p

ð
ab
C

pKb

2p

ð
da
C

k01
2pi

ð
bd

 !
ð1Cu=vÞdx

XCðx; vÞðxKzÞ :

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

ð5:2Þ

In contrast to model I, the angles a and b are not fixed: aZa0Cd and bZb0Cd,
where a0 and b0 are the prescribed angles that define the initial position of the
wedge and d is the angle of rotation of the wedge to be determined. To fix this
angle, represent the function (5.2) as follows:

Jðz; uÞZJ0ðz; uÞCdJ1ðz; uÞ; ð5:3Þ

where J0ðz; uÞ coincide with Jðz; uÞ if a0 and b0 are replaced by a and b,
respectively. The function J1 is given by

J1ðz; uÞZK
1

2p

ð
dab

ð1Cu=vÞdx
XCðx; vÞðxKzÞ : ð5:4Þ
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Figure 4. Single cavity flow past a wedge: k1Z1, l1Z1, l2Z2, a0Zp=8 and b0Z3p=4.
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As in model I, the solution to the Riemann–Hilbert problem (3.5) must be
bounded at the point zZb and vanish at infinity. By using the representation
(5.3), these conditions can be rewritten in the form

M1 ZJN; M2 Z 0 and dZK
J0

b CUðb; c1ÞJ0
N

J1
b CUðb; c1ÞJ1

N

; ð5:5Þ

where J
j
bZJjðb; uðbÞÞ; J0

N coincides with JN if a and b are replaced by a0 and
b0, respectively; and

J1
NZK

1

p

ð
dab

dx

XCðx; vÞv : ð5:6Þ

The nonlinear system for the unknown parameters consists of one real equation
and one complex equation

U1

U2

Z
l1 sin a

l2 sin b
and

ð2p
0

vf

vz

����
zZ1=2Cr expfiqg

eiq dqZ 0 rR
1

2

� �
: ð5:7Þ

As before, we fix aZð1=2ÞC i0 and find the remaining three parameters b, c1 and
d from this system by the scheme of §4.

In figure 4, the shape of the cavity is plotted for the case when the cavitation
number k1Z1, the lengths of the wedge sides are different, l1Z1 and l2Z2, and
the initial angles that the wedge makes with the positive real semi-axis are
a0Zp=8 and b0Z3p=4. In this case, the Newton scheme gives the accuracy of

10K7 after five iterations. The unknown parameters of the conformal mapping
for the chosen value aZ0:5C i0 become bZ0:816957C i0, c1Z0:475976K i0
and dZ0:071019C i0. The angle of rotation is dZ0.294750. To recover a
streamline jðx; yÞhj�ðx; hÞZ0, we first use the Newton scheme to define x as a
function of h in the form

xnC1 Z xnK
j�ðxn; hÞ
j�
xðxn; hÞ

; n Z 0; 1;.; ð5:8Þ
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Figure 6. The cavity behind a plate: the symmetric case. The parameters are k1Z0:4, k1Z0:7 or
k1Z1, a0Zb0Zp=2 and l1Zl2Z0:5.
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Figure 5. Single cavity flow past a wedge: k1Z0:5, l1Z1, l2Z2, a0Zðp=8Þ and b0Zð3p=4Þ.
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and then integrate the function df/dz either over a curve ap, or a curve abc1q
to obtain

z Z

ð
ap

df

dz
dz; z2AP and z Z

ð
c1q

df

dz
dzCC1; z2C1Q; ð5:9Þ

where C1ZðCC
1 CCK

1 Þ=2; PZf (p) and QZf(q). In figure 4, we plot the
streamline jðx; yÞZ0 that branches at the vertex A, flows around the wedge
and defines the shape of the cavity. Another example of the shape of the cavity
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Figure 7. The angle of rotation d versus the ratio l2=l1 for k1Z0:1 and k1Z1 when a0Zp=3
and b0Z2p=3.

Table 1. Dimensionless length L 0 and width H 0 of the cavity for a foil for some values of the
cavitation number k1.

k1 L0 L 0 (Gurevich 1979) H 0 H 0 (Gurevich 1979)

0.4 19.116 19.1190 3.805 3.7962
0.7 7.398 7.4076 2.598 2.5942
1.0 4.172 4.1851 2.115 2.1131
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and the branched streamline jðx; yÞZ0 is shown in figure 5. In this case,
k1Z0:5, l1Z1, l2Z2; a0Zðp=8Þ and b0Zð3p=4Þ. The size of the cavity grows
when the cavitation number decreases. For the symmetric case when
a0Zb0Zðp=2Þ, the wedge becomes a foil and the angle of rotation dZ0.
In figure 6, we show the cavities for some values of the cavitation number.
Our computations of the dimensionless length L0ZL=l and width H 0ZH=l
(lZl1Cl2) of the cavity are in good agreement with the corresponding values
L 0 and H 0 obtained by Gurevich (1979) (table 1).

The dependence of the angle of rotation d on the ratio l2/l1 of the lengths of
the wedge sides is illustrated in figure 7. The angle increases when the cavitation
number increases.
6. Conclusions

In the present paper, we have analysed the potential flow around a non-
symmetric wedge using a double and a single cavity model. Based on the general
theory of conformal mappings, it has been shown that the number of unknown
constants and the number of additional conditions coincide if both the cavities,
Proc. R. Soc. A (2008)
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the nose bubble and the trailing cavity are modelled by the Tulin single-vortex
scheme. To recover the actual form of the conformal mapping function, we have
solved the two Riemann–Hilbert problems on the same genus-zero Riemann
surface. The final form of the conformal map possesses five unknown parameters.
It turns out that the Newton scheme developed for the solution of the system of
transcendental equations for the parameters is sensitive to the data: the two
cavitation numbers, k0 and k1; the ratio of the lengths of the wedge sides, l2/l1;
and the angles a and b. This circumstance can be caused by the branch points of
the Riemann surface (the numerical scheme is not stable when the parameters
approach the branch points). Another reason for this could be the existence of
the singularity of the solution at the point C0, where the streamline attempts to
join the upper side of the wedge forming a nose bubble. It is more likely that
the nose bubble is thin, and therefore the fact that uðzÞwKðzKc 0ÞK1=2 as
z/c 0 may be not the best way to model the closure mechanism of the partial
cavity in the double cavity flow. The removal of this singular point from the
model, however, creates a cusp at the point C0 and, in addition, breaks the
balance between the number of the unknown parameters and the number of
conditions, and the solution does not exist. At the same time, the use of a
linearized model for the partial cavity and the nonlinear model for the trailing
cavity leads to the following nonlinear problem:

Im wðzÞZK ; z 2L0gC0BgL1gDA; K Z const:;

ux ZVN

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1Ck0

p
; z 2L0; u2

x Cu2
y ZV 2

Nð1Ck1Þ; z 2L1;

ux sin aK uy cos aZ 0; z 2C0B and ux sin bK uy cos bZ 0; z 2AD:

ð6:1Þ
Here, a is small and ðuy=VNÞ2w0, z 2L0. To the best of our knowledge, such a
nonlinear problem has never been considered in the literature.

In the case when the wedge is allowed to rotate about the vertex in the flow
domain, the flow branches at the vertex. In this case, we described the flow by
the Tulin single-vortex model. The number of unknowns decreases to 3, and
the Newton scheme for the solution of the system of nonlinear equations for the
unknown parameters is stable and demonstrates a good rate of convergence. We
managed to reconstruct the actual form of the conformal mapping function and
the branched streamline.

In our future publication, we shall develop another method based on a
conformal mapping of the exterior of n (nR1) discs onto the flow domain. For
nR2, the method requires the solution of the two Riemann–Hilbert problems
of the theory of automorphic functions. Although it produces a closed-form
solution (by quadratures) only in the simply connected case and represents the
solution in terms of sequences of series and products in the case nR2, it has two
advantages. First, the numerical problem associated with the branch points of
the Riemann surface is avoided and, second, the solution of the Jacobi problem
(nR2) can be bypassed.

This work was funded by the NSF through grant DMS0707724, the Louisiana Board of Regents
through grant LEQSF(2005-07)-ENH-TR-09 and the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
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